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Abstract. Luminescent upconversion nanocrystals (UCNCs) have become one of the most promising 
nanomaterials for biosensing, imaging, and theranostics. However, their ultimate translation into robust 
luminescent probes for daily use in biological and medical laboratories requires comprehension and 
control of the many possible deactivation pathways that cause upconversion luminescence (UCL) 
quenching. Here, we demonstrate that thorough modelling of UCL rise and decay kinetics using a freely 
accessible software can identify the UCL quenching mechanisms in small (<40 nm) UCNCs with spatial 
and temporal resolution. Applied to the most relevant b-NaYF4:Yb3+,Er3+ UCNCs, our model could show 
that only few distinct non-radiative low-energy transitions were deactivated via specific solvent and 
ligand vibrations with a strong downstream effect on the population and depopulation dynamics of the 
emitting states. UCL quenching could penetrate circa 4 nm inside the UCNC, which resulted in 
significant size-dependent changes of UCL intensities and spectra. Despite the large surface-to-volume 
ratios and UCL quenching via the UCNC surface, we found strong contributions of the outer layers to 
the overall UCL, which will be highly important for the design of UCNPs to investigate biomolecular 
interactions via distance-dependent energy transfer methods. Our advanced kinetic model is easily 
scalable to different UCNC architectures, environments, and energy transfer interactions, such that 
relatively simple modelling of UCL kinetics can be used for efficiently optimizing UCNCs for their final 
application as practical luminescent probes. 
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Introduction 
Rare earth (RE)-based upconversion (or upconverting) nanocrystals (UCNCs) can produce narrow 

luminescence bands over a broad spectral range (usually in the ultraviolet (UV), visible (VIS) and near 

infrared (NIR)) via the sequential absorption of NIR photons.1–5 Their emission color can be easily 

modified by changing the RE dopants and they possess chemical and colloidal stability and low toxicity.6 

These unique optical features have made UCNCs very special nanotools for biosensing,7,8 photothermal 

and photoactivated therapy,9,10 bioimaging,11 or optical thermometry.12 Although these applications have 

demonstrated the huge potential of these NCs, the complete comprehension of their properties requires 

more fundamental studies. The photophysics of UCNCs is highly complicated, including many radiative 

and non-radiative energy transitions or pathways, such as cross-relaxation (CR), energy migration, and 

phonon coupling within the UCNC and energy transfer (ET) to the UCNC-surrounding environment.13 

The sophisticated dynamics of UCNCs strongly influence their UC luminescence (UCL) both spectrally 

(i.e., varying intensities of the different emissive transitions, such as the red/green intensity ratios of Er3+-

doped UCNCs) and temporally (i.e., multiexponential kinetics with varying rise and decay times). A 

more comprehensive understanding of the UC dynamics and the pathways involved in the quenching 

phenomena at the nanoscale is essential for a rational design of UCNCs with improved luminescence 

efficiencies.14–16 

More and more attention has been devoted to model the optical properties of these materials and 

two main approaches have been applied: density functional theory (DFT) and classical kinetic methods. 

Seminal DFT studies have evidenced the relation between the NC structure, stability, RE distribution, 

surface defects, ligand coverage, and the UCL.17 Kinetic models have been based on the resolution of 

differential rate equations with the aim to describe the population dynamics, i.e., the specific paths of the 

population and depopulation of the energy states in RE ions.15,18–20 UCL in UCNCs is a rather complex 

process, comprising direct population of states, energy exchange between states, and energy depopulation 

processes. Simplified kinetic models that consider only the decay processes are most often used because 

the differential equations can be analytically solved as multiexponential curves.19,21 Berry et al. 

introduced a detailed kinetic model that considered the non-emitting states and all the main ET processes 

between the RE ions to account for indirect population and depopulation processes.22 However, this 

model did not consider the inhomogeneity of UCNCs, i.e., the different quenching behaviors in the 

internal core and the outer layers close to the surface. Kinetic modelling has been mainly used to 

investigate the UCL-dependence on power density21–26 and RE ion doping concentration.17,27,28 In an 

approach combining a microscopic random walk with rate equations, Chan et al. were able to include 
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more than 30 electronic states in their model to provide a detailed analysis of the population dynamics in 

UCNCs under a wide range of power densities.15 Considering that it is well accepted that the interaction 

of the activator and sensitizer RE ions with the capping ligands and solvent molecules via energy-

resonance with their vibrational frequency overtones is one of the major causes of UCL quenching,25,29 

it is almost surprising that only few studies investigated the surface or solvent quenching and the effect 

of crystal size by kinetic modelling.19,29,30 Clearly, the different approaches and results discussed above 

show that the quenching pathways of UCNCs have not been fully understood and that further advances 

are necessary to provide deeper insights into the complicated energy pathway networks.   

In this work, we analyze the optical properties of several b-NaYF4:Yb3+,Er3+ UCNCs of different 

sizes upon pulsed NIR excitation by means of a kinetic model that can discriminate the processes most 

affected by the environmental conditions and NC size and spatially resolve the luminescence quenching 

dynamics. Our kinetic model, developed on a freely accessible modelling software (COPASI),31 

considers all types of processes, including photon absorption, self-absorption, ET, UC, CR, and radiative 

and non-radiative relaxations among RE ions. It is also able to reproduce the time evolution (both UCL 

rise and decay) of the different wavelength emissions of UCNCs. Studying the green and red Er3+ UCL, 

we observed an increase of only a small number of non-radiative kinetic constants for all UCNC sizes, 

suggesting a solvent specific effect due to the coupling with vibrational modes. Involvement of specific 

vibrational modes was demonstrated by the use of different and isotopically substituted solvents. As 

expected, quenching was stronger for smaller UCNCs due to the larger surface-to-volume ratios. The 

spatial resolution of our model, which considers an inner core and an outer “solvent-interacting” layer as 

well as their inter-compartment interactions, allowed us to determine the penetration depth of the surface 

quenching. Our complete modelling approach can provide important details of UCL processes, which 

are important not only for a better fundamental knowledge but also for an optimized design of UCNC 

architectures toward advanced applications. 

Results and Discussion 
Upconversion nanocrystals (UCNCs). To verify the applicability of our model to describe the 

photophysics of UCNCs and rationalize the influence of NC size and solvents in UCL quenching, we 

investigated typical oleate-capped hexagonal phase (β) NaYF4 NCs containing 20% of Yb3+ (sensitizer) 

and 2% of Er3+ (activator). Three core UCNCs (c-UCNCs) with diameters of 27±2 nm, 31±2 nm, and 

39±4 nm were synthesized. As reference material, core-shell UCNCs (cs-UCNCs) of 38±2 nm in 

diameter, consisting of a core of 30±2 nm and an inert shell (pure β-NaYF4) of ~4 nm, were prepared by 
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a layer-by-layer method employing sacrificial nanocrystals of ~6 nm (Supporting Figure S1) as the 

shell precursor material.7 A shell thickness of 4 nm was selected because it was found to effectively 

suppress UCL quenching.30,32 Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images, powder X-ray 

diffraction (PXRD) patterns, and steady-state UCL spectra of the UCNCs are shown in Figure 1. All 

UCNCs were monodisperse in size and with hexagonal phase. DRIFT spectra confirmed the oleate 

capping (Supporting Figure S2). The emission spectra display the typical multiple emission bands of 

Er3+ 4f-4f transitions at 410 nm (blue emission, 2H9/2 → 4I15/2), 520 nm and 540 nm (green emission, 
2H11/2 → 4I15/2 and 4S3/2 → 4I15/2), and 660 nm (red emission, 4F9/2 → 4I15/2) (Figure 1c for UCNCs 

dispersed in toluene and Supporting Figure S3 for UCNCs dispersed in cyclohexane and deuterated 

toluene, respectively). As expected, due to the larger amounts of RE ions in larger NCs, the UCL 

intensities increased with increasing UCNC sizes. The addition of an inert shell (to minimize the surface 

quenching) resulted in a significant enhancement of the UCL intensity (~6-fold that of c-UCNCs in 

toluene).  

 
Figure 1. a) TEM images and histogram of crystal-size distributions of cs-UCNCs (30±2 nm active core with 4 nm inert shell, 
green line) and c-UCNCs (27±2 nm (blue line); 31±2 nm (red line); 39±4 nm (black line)). b) PXRD diffraction patterns of 
the different UCNCs. c) UCL spectra of the same UCNCs dispersed in toluene (5 mg/mL) under 980 nm excitation at 1.30 W 
cm-2 (the weak blue emission around 410 nm is not shown). 
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Solvent-and-size-dependent UCL quenching. The UCL dynamics of the green and red emission of the 

Er3+-doped UCNCs were thoroughly investigated by modelling the time-resolved UCL measured for all 

UCNCs dispersed in three different non-polar solvents, namely toluene, deuterated toluene, and 

cyclohexane (concentration of dispersions: 1 mg/mL). The oleate-capped UCNCs formed stable 

dispersions in all three solvents, which allowed us to consider the quenching contribution of the oleates 

as constant and directly compare the quenching contributions of the different solvents. First, a single-

compartment kinetic model (details are reported in the Material and Methods section and in the 

Supporting Information), considering all elementary photophysical processes involved in UCL (Figure 

2), was considered to model the time-resolved green and red UCL. It is well recognized that the green 

UCL can be attained primarily in a two-step ET (1Er → 3Er → 7Er) followed by NR relaxation 7Er → 

6Er.20,33 The red UCL is more disputed, and the main pathway strongly depends on the excitation power 

density.29,33 Our model accounts for all the proposed pathways.  

 
Figure 2. a) Schematic diagram illustrating the most important processes relevant to UCL of UCNCs. The UCL emission 
involves absorbance of excitation light by Yb3+, followed by successive ET events to Er3+. Dashed orange arrows indicate 
Yb3+ → Er3+ ET; the purple dashed arrows indicate back ET (BET) from Er3+ to Yb3+. Paired dotted blue arrows indicate CR 
and UC processes within Er3+ ions. Black zigzag arrows indicate non-radiative relaxations (NR). Solid arrows indicate 
radiative relaxations (R), corresponding to blue, green, and red UCL and NIR emission. b) Types of processes and the 
respective terms considered in the kinetic model. Some of the spectroscopic terms are grouped on the base of similar 
energies.22 

The green and red UCL kinetics of the reference cs-UCNCs dispersed in toluene were modeled 

starting from the kinetic-parameter values optimized by Berry et al. for a polycrystalline powder20,22 by 

using 11 differential equations (see Supporting Information for details) describing the rate of change in 
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the population density for each electronic state of Er3+ and Yb3+. The initial populations of the electronic 

states of Yb3+ and Er3+ ions were calculated considering that only the 1Er, 3Er, 1Yb, and 2Yb states 

(Figure 2a) can be directly populated by the 980 nm NIR pulse (power density of 12.3 mW/cm2) and 

based on UCNC concentration, RE doping, and absorbance of the dispersion. The green and red UCL 

datasets were modelled simultaneously to ensure the same weight for both processes. Unlike Berry et 

al.,22 who fitted only a selected number of constants, our model optimized all kinetic constants 

concurrently and no ancillary boundary conditions were applied. The kinetic parameters obtained for the 

cs-UCNCs in toluene were used as starting values for modelling the time-resolved UCL of the three c-

UCNCs in the three different solvents. Figure 3 shows the very good agreement between the 

experimental and simulated time-resolved green (lG = 542±10 nm) and red (lR = 660±7 nm) UCL for 

all the c-UCNCs after pulsed excitation at 980 nm (61 µJ/cm2/pulse). Time-resolved green and red 

emission of cs-UCNCs in the three solvents are shown in Supporting Figure S4. The corresponding 

kinetic constants are listed in Supporting Tables S1 to S3. The simulations revealed that changing 

UCNC size and/or the solvent affected only a restricted number of kinetic constants that are all non-

radiative, which suggests that they account for specific quenching processes. In particular, for all the 

investigated c-UCNCs only the non-radiative constants kYb_NR, kNR2, kNR3, and kNR5 changed significantly 

(between ~160 % and ~64000 %) compared to cs-UCNCs, whereas all other constants changed less than 

100 % (in the large majority of cases less than 20 %).  

The specific quenching can be explained considering the physical meaning of these parameters. 

The non-radiative terms include all those processes that are different from ET or CR. Thus, kNRj can be 

deconvoluted in two terms, one deriving from the coupling of the electronic transition with multi-phonon 

relaxations (kMPR) and the other originating from the coupling with solvent vibrational modes (kisolv). The 

general expression for the non-radiative depopulation term of an erbium electronic state is then: 

!!"!"#
!#
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where nsolv represents the solvent population. The solvent population is much larger than the ion 

population and can be approximated as constant. Decreasing the size of the UCNCs will result in a strong 

increase of kisolv because a larger number of ions will interact with the solvent and consequently in an 

increase of kNRi. Changing the solvent should also influence the radiative kinetic constants, which were 

reported by Rabouw et al. as follows:19,34,35 
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where kRbulk is the bulk radiative kinetic constant and µ and µNC are the refractive indices of the solvent 

and the UCNC, respectively. With µNC=1.475,36 µtol=1.498, µcyclo=1.427 and µtolD=1.494, the 

multiplicative factors in Equation 2 result in x = 0.678, x = 0.666, and x = 0.677 for toluene, cyclohexane, 

and deuterated toluene, respectively. Thus, the differences in the resulting radiative kinetic constants in 

those solvents are below 2 %, which explains why the model does not find any significant differences 

either. 

 
Figure 3. Experimental (green and red solid lines) and simulated (black dashed lines) time-resolved green and red emission 
for all the c-UCNCs (39 nm, 31 nm, and 27 nm from left to right) dispersed in toluene (a), cyclohexane (b), and deuterated 
toluene (c) following 980 nm pulsed excitation (~ 61 µJ cm-2). Emission intensity was normalized to the highest intensity 
value (green emission).  
 

A detailed analysis of the data collected in toluene showed that only kYbNR, kNR2, and kNR3 

increased significantly (see Supporting Table S1 for all kinetic constants) compared to the reference 

values of the cs-UCNCs. It is noteworthy that none of these kinetic constants is directly related to the 

emitting 5Er (red) or 6Er (green) states. The trend of these kinetic constants versus the UCNC sizes 

(Figure 4a) highlights the stronger quenching with decreasing NC size. This behavior was not 

unexpected because the surface-to-volume ratio increases with decreasing NC size and thus, the UCNC-
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solvent interaction becomes more important. Although the increase was observed for all three non-

radiative constants, it is evident that the relative increase (compared to the cs-UCNC reference system) 

is more pronounced for kNR2 (501, 565, and 599-fold for the 39 nm, 31 nm, and 27 nm c-UCNCs, 

respectively) and kNR3 (72, 102, and 153-fold for the 39 nm, 31 nm, and 27 nm c-UCNCs, respectively) 

than for kYbNR (16, 21, and 22-fold for the 39 nm, 31 nm, and 27 nm c-UCNCs, respectively). 

 
Figure 4. a) Calculated non-radiative kinetic constants of cs-UCNCs and c-UCNCs of different sizes dispersed in toluene. b) 
Green/red UCL intensity ratios of the same UCNCs dispersed in toluene (orange), deuterated toluene (magenta), and 
cyclohexane (cyan). c) Contribution to the population of 5Er level of the same UCNCs dispersed in toluene: three-step path 
(grey) and two-step path (brown). 
 

The information provided by the model via the three specific non-radiative kinetic constants 

allowed us to gain a better understanding of the UCL quenching mechanisms and the indirect influence 

on the different radiative transitions. For example, the quite different UCL quenching behaviors of red 

and green emission can be explained by the different energy pathways for populating the radiative states 

5Er (red) and 6Er (green). The electronic state 6Er is populated via two ETs from Yb (2´ 2Yb → 1Yb) 

to Er (1Er → 3Er, 3Er → 7Er) followed by a non-radiative relaxation to 6Er. Thus, in principle 2Yb, 

3Er, 7Er, and 6Er states would be prone to quenching. The 7Er to 6Er and 6Er to 5Er NR relaxations 

(which proceed via several intermediate states) via phonon coupling are more efficient than coupling to 

the vibrational overtones of toluene, which was confirmed by the stability of kNR7 and kNR6. The 2Yb and 

3Er states can be quenched by relaxation to the 1Yb and 2Er states via phonon-assisted coupling to the 

second (for 2Yb → 1Yb) and first (for 3Er → 2Er) vibrational frequency overtones of the aromatic =C–

H stretching of toluene and subsequently the 2Er state can be further quenched to the 1Er ground state 

via phonon-assisted coupling to the fundamental vibrational frequency of the aromatic =C–H stretching 

of toluene (Table 1). This explains the strong increase of kYb_NR, kNR2, and kNR3 in toluene. Thus, the 

green UCL is mainly quenched via those two excited states (3Er and 2Yb). On the other hand, the 5Er 

state can be populated via two main energy pathways. The first one is similar to the one for populating 
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6Er but contains an additional 6Er → 5Er relaxation via phonon coupling. In principle, the 5Er state 

could be quenched by a relaxation to the 4Er state, however, the energy difference (~2500 cm-1) is too 

high for efficient phonon coupling and too low for coupling to the aromatic =C–H stretching of toluene 

(Table 1). This consideration is supported by the unchanged kNR5. The difference in green and red UCL 

quenching must therefore be related to the second pathway for 5Er population, which includes three ETs 

from Yb (3´ 2Yb → 1Yb) to Er (1Er → 3Er, 3Er → 7Er, 6Er → 9Er) followed by BET from Er (9Er → 

5Er) to Yb (1Yb → 2Yb). The quenching of 9Er by the solvent is unlikely because the CR91 (9Er → 7Er), 

the multiphonon coupling, and the BET are more efficient. All the other states involved in this 5Er 

population pathway are also involved in the 6Er population for green emission and therefore the most 

reasonable assumption is that the involvement of three ET steps (instead of two for green UCL) makes 

this pathway more prone to the depletion of 2Yb and the lower Er states. The smaller the UCNC, the 

more important the interactions with the solvent, and the more significant the quenching of the second 

pathway for red emission, which leads to the size-dependent increase of the green/red ratio (Figure 4b). 

In other words, the smaller the UCNC the lower the relative contribution of the second (three ET steps) 

pathway to the population of 5Er (Figure 4c). 

Table 1. Non-radiative transitions affected by the solvent with respective energy gaps37 and main quenching agents.19,38–40 

Non-radiative transition Energy [cm-1] Vibrational & phonon coupling 

Yb3+: 2F5/2→ 2F7/2    [2Yb -> 1Yb] ~10000 3 x =C-H + 2 phonons  

Er3+: 4I13/2-→ 4I15/2    [3Er -> 2Er] ~6750 
2 x =C-H + 1 phonon 

3x =C-D 
Er3+: 4I11/2 → 4I13/2    [2Er -> 1Er] ~3500 1 x =C-H + 1 phonon 

Er3+: 4F9/2→ 4I11/2     [5Er -> 4Er] ~2500 1 x C-H - 1 phonon 
1 x C-D + 1 phonon 

Quenching Agent Energy dissipated [cm-1] Quenching mechanism 

Toluene 2900 - 3100 Aromatic =C-H stretching 
Cyclohexane 2750 - 3000 Aliphatic C-H stretching 

Oleate 2800 - 3000 Aliphatic C-H stretching 
Deuterated toluene 2250 Aromatic =C-D stretching 

NaYF4 139, 161, 194, 261, 321, 398, 500 Phonon modes 

 

To verify the hypothesized coupling of transitions from the lower energy levels with the 

vibrational frequencies (fundamental and overtones) of C-H stretching, the same time-resolved 

measurements and kinetic modelling were also carried out for c-UCNCs dispersed in deuterated toluene 

(Figure 3b). As expected, only a slight increase of the kinetic constants was observed (Supporting Table 

S2). Only kNR3 and kNR5 increased significantly (between 1.6 and 2-fold), although almost negligibly 
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when compared to the results observed in toluene (vide supra). The stronger implication of kNR5 in UCL 

quenching may be related to the lower energy of the =C–D stretching vibrational frequency: the 

fundamental better matches to the 5Er → 4Er transition and the second overtone to the 3Er → 2Er 

transition (Table 1). The overall small increase of the two non-radiative kinetic constants suggests a 

rather non-specific quenching. These results provide strong evidence that the strong and specific 

quenching (increase of kYb_NR, kNR2, and kNR3) in toluene is related to the aromatic =C–H stretching. 

Further evidence for distinct quenching was obtained by performing the same experiments in 

cyclohexane (Figure 3c) because the aliphatic C–H stretching frequency is lower compared to the 

aromatic =C–H stretching in toluene and very similar to the aliphatic C–H stretching frequency of the 

oleate capping ligands (Table 1). The weaker relative increases of kNR2 (6, 48, and 68-fold for the 39 nm, 

31 nm, and 27 nm c-UCNCs, respectively), and kNR3 (23, 26, and 31-fold for the 39 nm, 31 nm, and 27 

nm c-UCNCs, respectively) (see Supporting Table S3) compared to toluene confirmed the specific 

quenching by the aromatic =C–H stretching in toluene. On the contrary, the strong increase of kNR5 (608, 

2250, and 6410 fold for the 39 nm, 31 nm, and 27 nm c-UCNCs, respectively) in cyclohexane was most 

probably caused by a phonon-assisted coupling of the fundamental vibrational frequency of the aliphatic 

C–H stretching to the 5Er → 4Er transition, thus directly relaxing the red-emitting 5Er level.19,38 This 

result would suggest a stronger quenching of the red UCL. However, compared to toluene, the green/red 

UCL intensity ratio increases less with decreasing size (Figure 4b), suggesting that the relaxation of the 

non-radiative transitions in the lower lying Yb3+ and Er3+ states is the main contributor to UCL 

quenching. This result also highlights the robustness of our model toward perturbation and the non-

linearity in response of the system to a stimulus, both characteristics of complex systems.15,41  

Penetration depth of quenching effects from the solvent. NCs are characterized by a large surface-to-

volume ratio that makes them more sensitive to the interaction with the surrounding environment. As a 

consequence, the Er3+ ions closer to the surface are more affected by solvent quenching and participate 

less in UC than the ones in the inner part of the UCNC, as confirmed by different studies.19,25,29,30 

Although these studies showed surface-distance-dependent quenching and a layer of ~4 nm was found 

to efficiently suppress UCL quenching,30 existing macroscopic models do not provide spatial resolution 

because the UCNCs are modeled as one single and homogeneous entity.20,21,24-26 However, such spatial 

resolution can become important because with decreasing UCNC size, the UCL quenching penetration 

zone takes a larger volume fraction of the overall UCNC and quenching becomes more significant. The 

lack of spatial resolution of common rate-equation models is a disadvantage for an accurate description 
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of UCL because it neglects (or considers infinitely rapid) the energy migration inside the UCNC.14,43 

Microscopic kinetic models can provide spatial resolution by considering the ET network between single 

ions inside the NCs.15,23,27 However, they require multi-step processes to account for the complex energy 

level schemes of UCNCs. With the aim to account for the extent to which Er3+ ions close to the surface 

participate in UCL, we implemented a two-compartment approach that combines the advantages of both 

macroscopic and microscopic models. This advanced model can better describe the ET processes 

between the energetic transitions in the UCNC and the vibrational transitions of the quenchers (capping 

ligands and solvent molecules),19 whose probability scales with the distance, and thus, determine the 

amount of Er3+ ions affected by quenching more accurately. 

The two-compartment model considers each UCNC as being composed of an inner core zone and 

an outer layer zone. The initial populations of each electronic state of activators and sensitizers (1Er, 

3Er, 1Yb, and 2Yb) are divided according to the corresponding volume fractions. In another two-layer 

model proposed by Berry et al.,22 the UCL contribution from the external layer was considered as 

negligible. However, this approximation is only acceptable for large UCNCs, in which the UCL 

quenching penetration zone presents a small volume fraction. Moreover, their approach considered only 

the energy migration between Yb3+ ions as possible communication channels between the two layers. 

Producing small UCNCs with high brightness is one of the most important challenges in UCNC research 

and models adapted to small UCNCs that can account for all possible ET pathways are paramount for 

their successful design. Our two-compartment model includes all possible pathways for ET between the 

two compartments, i.e., energy migration between Yb3+ ions and ET, BET, and CR between Yb3+ and 

Er3+ and Er3+ and Er3+ ions in the different compartments, thereby providing spatial resolution of UCL 

quenching. The concept of the model, including the new processes and new terms to be considered, is 

summarized in Figure 5 (for more details see Materials and Methods section). Each compartment can be 

described by a similar set of differential equations that was used for the single compartment approach 

and additional terms account for the communication channels between the two compartments. 
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Figure 5. a) Schematic presentation of the two-compartment model concept. In addition to transitions occurring within either 
the inner core or the outer layer cross transitions are possible, involving bimolecular processes, one relative to the core and 
the other relative to the outer layer. Purple arrows represent intralayer transitions, whereas orange arrows represent interlayer 
transitions (energy migration, ET and BET, CR and UC). b) New types of processes in the two-compartment model and the 
respective terms that account for the communication between the inner core (I) and the outer layer (O). 

To test the spatial resolution performance of the two-compartment model, we sought to determine 

the penetration depth of UCL quenching. To do so, we used the UCL kinetics of the 27 nm c-UCNCs in 

toluene and calculated the average of the four mainly changing non-radiative kinetic constants (kNR = 

[kYb_NR + kNR2 + kNR3 + kNR5]/4) of the c-UCNCs divided into inner core and outer layer zones of different 

thicknesses (Figure 6a). In a 2 nm thick outer layer, kNR was much higher than in the complete (single 

compartment) UCNC, which showed that a large fraction of the outer layer RE ions was quenched by 

the solvent. For the inner core (decreasing from 27 nm to 23 nm in diameter) kNR decreased similarly to 

the volume fraction (relative decrease of ~40%), which represents the missing quenching that was 

outsourced to the outer layer. From 2 nm to 4 nm layer thickness, kNR decreased for both inner core and 

outer layer, whereas it remained constant for thicker layers. This behavior provides good evidence that 

UCL quenching is strongest at the surface (decrease of kNR in the outer layer with increasing thickness) 

but can still penetrate up to ~4 nm inside the UCNC (decrease of kNR in the inner core with reduced 

volume). This result is consistent with previous reports, in which an inert shell of ~4 nm was found to 

well isolate the inner core from solvent quenching,32,44–46 and confirms the excellent spatial resolution of 

our two-compartment model. To further investigate the solvent influence on the UCL penetration zone 

(i.e., 4 nm outer layer) we also modeled the 27 nm c-UCNCs UCL in cyclohexane and deuterated toluene. 

In all the three different solvents the non-radiative constants change much stronger for the outer layer 
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compared to the inner core. Their values are also much higher than those calculated with the single-

compartment approach (Supporting Table S4), where the quenching effect is averaged over the entire 

UCNC. 

 
Figure 6. Application of the two-compartment model to 27 nm c-UCNCs in toluene: a) Average of primarily quenched non-
radiative constants (kNR) for the inner core (blue) and the outer layer (red) for different outer layer thicknesses. The dashed 
lines present the kNR value without outer layer (single-compartment model). Please note that the outer layer ordinate values 
(red) are 4 times larger than the ones from the inner core ordinate (blue). b) Calculated contribution of inner core (blue) and 
outer layer (dark red) to the total red (top) and green (bottom) UCL emissions. Total intensity is normalized to the highest 
intensity value. Percent values present the relative contribution of the outer layer to the total UCL intensity. 

Using the two-compartment approach, we were also able to determine the contributions of the 

two zones to red and green UCL (Figure 6b). Notably, the outer layer contribution to the overall UCL 

emission is not at all negligible for the relatively small UCNCs. In particular, for green emission, the 

outer layer contributed ~35% to the overall emission. Considering that the green UCL intensity is ~17-

fold higher than the red one (Figure 4b), the outer layer strongly contributed to UCL in toluene despite 

the significant UCL quenching via the UCNC surface. The results also confirm the much stronger effect 

of solvent quenching on the red emission, for which the outer layer contribution is very small (~7%) 

compared to the inner core. The spatially resolved UCL contribution is also solvent-specific as shown 

by the differences in cyclohexane (outer layer contributions of 20% and 15% for red and green, 

respectively) and deuterated toluene (outer layer contributions of 25% for both red and green). In 

cyclohexane (Supporting Figure S5a), the outer layer red emission is significantly less quenched 

compared to toluene, which underlines the stronger effect of quenching on the lower energy states than 

on the emitting state (5Er), as already found in the single-compartment model (vide supra). The similar 

contributions of the outer layer (~25 %) and the inner core (~75%) to both red and green UCL in 

deuterated toluene (Supporting Figure S5b) confirm the non-specific and much weaker quenching via 

the =C–D stretching vibrational frequency. However, considering that the 4 nm outer layer volume 

7% 

35% 
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presents ~65% of the total c-UCNC volume, a significantly stronger UCL quenching of the outer layer 

(compared to the inner core) is obvious even in deuterated toluene.  

A very interesting feature of the two-compartment model is the possibility of combining spatial 

resolution with the simulation of both rise and decay of the UCL to determine the different population 

dynamics of the inner core and the outer layer. Intuitively, one may expect that the increase of the non-

radiative constants of the outer layer would lead to shorter UCL rise and/or decay times and a 

concomitant faster depopulation. However, the calculated population profiles of red (5Er) and green 

(6Er) emitting levels clearly show that the rise in the outer layer is significantly slower than the one in 

the inner core, which means that the maximum population of the inner core is reached before the one of 

the outer layer (Figure 7). This behavior can be attributed to two effects. First, the non-radiative 

relaxation of the low energy reservoir states of the outer layer is faster (due to the higher kinetic 

constants), such that the maximum population of the emitting states will be reached after longer times. 

Second, thanks to inter-layer energy migration, the inner core states can act as additional reservoirs for 

the outer layer to supply the excitation required for UCL. This second effect is not instantaneous, thus, 

the time required for the excitation to pass from one layer to the other in order to populate the outer 

emitting states is longer. Again, solvent-induced quenching plays an important role for the spatially 

resolved population dynamics. While the population profiles look quite similar in cyclohexane (apart 

from the generally longer rise and decay times in the aliphatic solvent, Supporting Figure S6a), the ones 

in deuterated toluene show the opposite, i.e., the outer layer population is significantly faster 

(Supporting Figure 6b). Similar to the UCL contributions of the two zones, the non-specific and much 

weaker quenching in deuterated toluene is the most probable explanation of this opposite spatial 

population behavior. The depopulation contribution from quenching is smaller than in toluene or 

cyclohexane, whereas the population contributions from energy migration, ET, and CR are similar. These 

contributions are partial derivatives of the population curve and adding a less negative derivative 

(quenching) to a positive derivative (population), results in a steeper positive slope for both red- and 

green-emitting states populations. 
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Figure 7. Normalized population profiles of the inner core and the outer layer for red (a) and green (b) emitting states over 
time. The bottom graphs represent the spatial distribution of the populated emitting states. Black color represents the absence 
of population while red or green color represents the population of 5Er and 6Er, respectively. 

 

Conclusions 
In summary, we have presented a detailed study on the UC dynamics of NaYF4:Yb3+,Er3+. We have 

analyzed the optical properties NaYF4:Yb3+,Er3+ upon pulsed 980 nm excitation by a kinetic model 

developed with the freely accessible software COPASI. By systematically modelling UCNCs with 

different sizes ranging from 27 nm to 39 nm and dispersed in different non-polar solvents we could 

determine the main loss pathways competing with UCL and their dependence on solvent and UCNC size. 

The UCL kinetics could be very well modeled by our simpler single-compartment approach, which 

accounts for rise and decay kinetics and all population and depopulation pathways. Core-shell 

NaYF4:Yb3+,Er3+@NaYF4 UCNCs with an inert shell thick enough (4 nm) to effectively shield the inner 

core from the surface-based quenching processes was used as a reference to estimate the bulk-like kinetic 

constants of each process. The obtained constants were then used as starting parameters to model the 

UCL kinetics of different c-UCNCs (27 nm, 31 nm, and 39 nm in diameter) in toluene, deuterated 

toluene, and cyclohexane, respectively. Out of the many energy pathways, our model efficiently 

identified four non-radiative relaxations as the most affected by quenching because of their resonance 

with the vibrational frequencies and overtones of solvent/ligand molecules interacting with the UCNC 

surface. In toluene, the main quencher was aromatic =C-H stretching, which produces a significant 
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increase in the depopulation rate of low-energy electronic states of both Yb3+ and Er3+ ions, with strong 

downstream effects on the radiative emission transitions. In particular, we have demonstrated that the 

depopulation of these low-energy states leads to a strong quenching of red emission because one of the 

two main pathways for populating the red emitting state of Er3+ becomes less favorable as the UCNC 

size decreases and consequently an increase of green/red intensity ratio is observed. These outcomes 

were further confirmed by strongly reduced quenching in deuterated toluene and by the poor resonance 

between the aliphatic C–H stretching modes of cyclohexane and the electronic transitions of the Er3+ ion. 

A highly important feature of our kinetic model is the implementation of spatial resolution via a 

two-compartment approach. This aspect is particularly relevant for small UCNCs characterized by a 

high-surface-to-volume-ratio. Dividing the c-UCNC in an inner core and an outer layer, the model can 

account for all inter and intra-zone energy pathways as well as for interactions with the environment. 

The UCL quenching penetration depth could be determined as ~4 nm, which was in line with previous 

experimental studies that identified a 4 nm outer inert shell as the minimum thickness for suppressing 

surface related UCL quenching. The two-compartment model could also determine the contribution of 

the 4 nm thick UCL-quenching zone to the overall UCL with significant differences for the green and 

red emission and the different solvents. Despite the strong UCL quenching of toluene via the UCNC 

surface, the contribution of the outer layer to green UCL was 35% with a green-to-red intensity ratio of 

17, which demonstrated the very significant contribution of surface-near RE ions to UCL in small 

UCNCs. Increased contributions of the outer layer to the red UCL in cyclohexane and deuterated toluene 

confirmed the weaker surface quenching in those solvents. Finally, our two-compartment model could 

determine the solvent-dependent population and depopulation dynamics of RE states with both spatial 

and temporal resolution. While the outer layer population of red and green emitting states was slower 

(compared to the inner core) in toluene and cyclohexane, it was the opposite in deuterated toluene. 

Overall, our approach can precisely model both rise and decay UCL kinetics and provide 

important qualitative and quantitative information concerning solvent and size specific quenching of 

kinetic constants. The spatial and temporal resolution included in our two-compartment model allows for 

a closer look inside the UCL dynamics, which is of particular interest for optimizing small UCNCs 

(below ~40 nm), for which the outer layers can significantly contribute to UCL despite the large surface-

to-volume ratios and the strong surface quenching. We believe that our versatile kinetic model developed 

with an easily accessible stand-alone program (COPASI) will become a very useful tool to researchers, 

who seek to design and optimize UCNCs for various applications. The model, developed for the 

prototypical oleate-capped NaYF4:Yb3+,Er3+ UCNCs dispersed in organic solvents, can be easily 
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extended to more complex systems, including UCNCs doped with other RE ions (e.g., Nd3+, Tm3+), 

smaller and multi-shell UCNCs (or other UCNC architectures), UCNCs coated with different hydrophilic 

ligands and dispersed in aqueous media, and UCNCs functionalized with biomolecules for Förster 

resonance ET (FRET) or other ET-based applications. 

Experimental Section 
Materials. Yttrium (III) oxide, (99.9%), ytterbium (III) oxide, (99.9%), and erbium (III) oxide, (99.99%) 

were purchased from Alfa Aesar. Hydrochloric acid (37%), sodium trifluoroacetate (98%), ammonium 

fluoride (98%), sodium hydroxide (97%), 1-octadecene (ODE, 90%), oleic acid (OA, 90%), oleylamine 

(OM, 97%), ethanol (EtOH, 99.8%), toluene (99.9%), deuterated toluene (99%), and trifluoroacetic acid 

(99%) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Methanol (99.9%) was purchased from Romil Pure 

Chemistry. n-Hexane (97%) was purchased from VWR Chemicals. Cyclohexane (99%) was purchased 

from Acros Organics. All chemicals were used as received without further purifications. Highly pure 

water (Millipore) of resistivity greater than 18.0 MΩ cm was used in all experiments. 

Synthesis of oleate-capped β-NaYF4:Yb3+(20%), Er3+(2%) nanocrystals (c-UCNCs). The synthesis 

of β-NaYF4:Yb3+(20%),Er3+(2%) UCNCs was carried out by a modified literature procedure.10 RE 

chloride precursors were prepared from the RE oxides. Briefly, Y2O3 (0.78 mmol), Yb2O3 (0.20 mmol), 

and Er2O3 (0.02 mmol) were dissolved in 4.2 mL of 1.7 M HCl aqueous solution in a three-neck round 

bottom flask. The solution was stirred under reflux at 80 °C until the solution became clear. Then, the 

solvent was slowly evaporated at 65 °C. The powder was dried further in the oven at 105 °C overnight. 

Upon removal from the oven, 6 mL of OA and 15 mL of ODE were added to the flask containing the 

above prepared RE chloride precursors. The mixture was heated to 150 °C under vacuum and magnetic 

stirring until the precursors were completely dissolved and then cooled down to room temperature under 

argon flow. A solution of NaOH (2.5 mmol) and NHF4 (4.0 mmol) in methanol (10 mL) was added drop 

by drop in the flask. Subsequently, the solution was slowly heated under argon flow and magnetic stirring 

until 120 °C to remove the methanol and then heated to 300 °C and kept at this temperature for 70 min. 

Then the solution was cooled down to room temperature under argon flow and the NCs were precipitated 

from the solution with ethanol (∼40 ml) and collected by centrifugation (2147 RCF for 15 min). The 

resulting white pellet was further washed four times with a mixture of hexane/ethanol (1/3) and isolated 

by centrifugation (2147 RCF, 15 min). Finally, the white pellet was stored in ethanol. A small amount of 

powder was dried for XRD, DRIFT, and TGA analysis. 
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Synthesis of β-NaYF4 sacrificial nanocrystals (s-NCs). β-NaYF4 sacrificial NCs were synthesized via 

the co-thermolysis of sodium and yttrium trifluoroacetate using a previously reported procedure.10 The 

Y(CF3COO)3 precursor was prepared by mixing Y2O3 (2 mmol) with 5 mL of ultrapure water and 5 mL 

of trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) in a three-necks bottom round flask and refluxing under stirring at 80°C 

overnight. Hereafter, the excess of water and TFA were slowly removed by evaporation in air at 65 °C. 

The obtained solid was further dried in the oven at 105 °C overnight. Upon removal from oven, 2 mmol 

of sodium trifluoroacetate (NaTFA) was added to the precursors’ flask along with 6 mL of OA, 6 mL of 

OM, and 10 mL of ODE under argon flow. First, the mixture was heated to 125 °C under vacuum and 

vigorous stirring for several minutes to remove oxygen and residual water and successively to 290 °C 

under argon flow and kept at this temperature for 45 min. The light-yellow turbid solution obtained was 

cooled to room temperature and the s-NCs were precipitated by adding ethanol and isolated by 

centrifugation (2147 RCF, 15 min). The obtained precipitate was washed twice as reported for c-UCNCs. 

Finally, the nanocrystals were dispersed in ODE (0.3 mM). 

Synthesis of oleate-capped β-NaYF4:Yb3+(20%),Er3+(2%)/NaYF4 nanocrystals (cs-UCNCs). The 

synthesis of cs-UCNCs was based on a previously described protocol.10 First, the β-NaYF4:Yb3+(20%), 

Er3+(2%) core was synthesized as previously described above for c-UCNCs. After heating the reaction 

mixture at 300 °C for 70 min, 1 mL aliquot was collected. Immediately after that, 1 mL of α-NaYF4 

dispersion in ODE (0.3 mM) was injected in one shot. The mixture was ripened at 300 °C for 15 min to 

allow the growth of the NaYF4 shell around the core NCs. In order to obtain a thicker inert shell, after 

15 min, 1.0 mL of the reaction mixture was collected (sample with a thin shell), and immediately after 

again 1 mL of α-NaYF4 dispersion in ODE (0.3 mM) s-NCs were injected. The mixture was ripened for 

another 15 min to yield core-shell-shell NCs. Then the solution was cooled down to room temperature 

and the cs-UCNCs were precipitated by addition of ethanol and centrifugation (2147 RCF, 15 min). The 

white precipitate was washed as described for c-UCNCs. Finally, NCs were stored under ethanol. 

Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM). TEM grids were prepared by drop-casting (∼50 μL) of 

oleate-capped UCNCs dispersion in toluene (1 mg/mL−1) onto 400-mesh carbon-coated Cu grids, 

followed by air-drying. Electron microscopy images were taken on a FEI Tecnai G2 TEM operating at 

100 kV, equipped with an Olympus Veleta camera. The Fiji ImageJ software was used to determine the 

UCNCs size, which was obtained as the average diameter of 200 individual NCs (Figure 1a for c-UCNCs 

and cs-UCNCs and Supporting Figure S1a for s-NCs). Each intermediate of the core–shell sample was 

analysed in order to determine the shell thickness. 
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Powder X-ray Diffraction (PXRD). PXRD measurements were carried out with a Bruker D8 Advance 

diffractometer using Cu Kα radiation (λ = 1.5406 Å) at a voltage of 40 kV and current of 40 mA. PXRD 

patterns (Figure 1b for c-UCNCs and cs-UCNCs and Supporting Figure S1b for s-NCs) were collected 

for 2θ = 10–70°, with a step size of 0.03° and a counting time of 10 s per step. The crystalline phases 

were identified by the search-match method using the JCPDS database. 

Diffuse Reflectance Infrared Fourier Spectroscopy (DRIFT). DRIFT spectra were obtained 

employing a Bruker IFS 66 spectrometer working in diffuse reflectance mode and displayed in Kubelka-

Munk units.47 The resolution of the spectra was 4 cm-1. Samples were diluted with KBr before 

measurement. KBr was used to collect the background. The bands at 2920, 2848, 1548, and 1452 cm-1 

(Supporting Figure S2a), characteristic of asymmetric and symmetric C-H and O=C–O stretching 

modes of surface-bound oleates, confirmed the presence of an oleate capping layer on the surface of the 

UCNCs. 

Thermal Gravimetric Analysis (TGA). TGA was carried out under nitrogen atmosphere using the SDT 

2960 Simultaneous DSC-TGA system (TA Instruments). Thermograms were collected from RT to 700 

°C at 10 °C min−1 heating rates under nitrogen flow. The weight loss observed at ∼450 °C was ∼33% 

for s-NCs, 12% for c-UCNCs, and 11% for cs-UCNCs (Supporting Figure S2b). The lower amount of 

organic capping layer for c-UCNCs and cs-UCNCs agrees with the higher surface-to-volume ratio of the 

s-NCs. 

UCL measurements. Steady-state emission spectra were measured on Fluorolog FL3-21 (Horiba 

Scientific) equipped with a 5 W / 980 nm laser (Changchun New Industries). Samples had a concentration 

of 5 mg/mL and were measured in 2 mm quartz cuvettes (Starna) in the 350-750 nm range with a power 

density of 1.23 W cm-2, an emission slit width of 1 nm and a step size of 1 nm. Time-resolved 

measurements were performed using a fluorescence plate reader (Edinburgh Instruments) equipped with 

a 2 W / 980 nm (Changchun New Industries) and a PM-1 laser modulation box (Edinburgh Instruments) 

to control the temporal parameters of the excitation pulse. Excitation and emission were separated using 

a 900 nm dichroic mirror (Edmund Optics). The signals were measured with a photomultiplier tube 

(PMT) by using 542/20 nm and 660/13 nm bandpass filters (Semrock) for the green and red emission, 

respectively. 150 µL of a UCNC dispersions (1 mg/mL) in toluene, deuterated toluene, or cyclohexane, 

were pipetted into 96-well glass-coated microplates (Thermo Fisher). The measurements were performed 

with a power density of 12.3 mW∙cm-2 per pulse and a repetition rate of 200 Hz. All measurements were 

done in triplicates. 
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Kinetic modelling. Two different kinetic models were used to analyse the photophysical processes 

occurring inside the UCNCs. The first and simpler one, named single-compartment kinetic model as the 

one firstly proposed by Berry et al.,20,22 describes the energy distribution in the different electronic states 

of Yb3+ and Er3+ ions following NIR excitation. It considers the whole UCNC as a single compartment 

with a homogeneous behaviour. It takes into account all the different elementary photophysical processes 

(Figure 2) including direct light absorption, self-absorption, ET, CR, UC, and radiative (R) and non-

radiative (NR) relaxation.48–50 The rate of change in population for each electronic states is described by 

a differential equation (more details can be found in the Supporting Information) with the time evolution 

as the sum of the population and the depopulation terms.51 These terms, which are proportional to the 

concentration of the species participating in the elementary process, can be distinguished as 

“monomolecular” or “bimolecular” on the base of the number of ions involved. The solution of the 

system of equations was numerically obtained by using the COPASI software.31 A summary of the 

processes and of the relative kinetic equations is provided in the Supporting Information.  

A second and more accurate model, named two-compartment kinetic model, was developed to evaluate 

the penetration depth of quenching effects by the environment into the UCNC. Briefly, it considers the 

UCNC consisting of two compartments: an inner core and an outer layer. While the inner core does not 

interact directly with the environment, it can only be affected by the NC outer layer, the same cannot be 

said for the outer layer. Besides interacting with the inner core, the outer layer directly interacts with the 

environment, such that the RE ions are more affected by it. Therefore, each layer was considered as a 

single compartment, and then modelled as previously introduced for the single-compartment model using 

the kinetic constants found for the core-shell system as starting values. The only difference was that while 

in the inner core they were all fixed except the non-radiative ones, in the outer layer all the kinetic 

constants were left free to change. In addition, the energy migrations (exchanges) between the inner core 

(I) and the outer layer (O) were considered as schematized in Figure 5.  

Specifically, the following inter-layer transitions were considered: energy migration between Yb3+ ions 

in different layers (Equation 3); ET from Yb3+ to Er3+ ions, (Equation 4); BET from Er3+ to Yb3+ ions 

(Equation 5); CR between Er3+ ions (Equation 6); and UC between Er3+ ions (Equation 7). 
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Equations 3-6 account for excitations from both the inner core to the outer layer (IO) and from the outer 

layer to the inner core (OI). All these constants were left free to change during the simulation. In order 

to better assess the extent to which Er3+ ions close to surface participate to UC, outer layers of varying 

thickness were considered.  
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